T-T base mismatches enhance drug binding at the branch site in a four-arm DNA junction.
Base mismatches--non Watson-Crick pairing between bases--can arise in duplex DNA as a consequence of mutational events or by recombination. In a duplex, the sequence of the two bases involved, and those flanking the site of mismatch, determines the local structure and extent of destabilization of the helix. Base mismatches can arise also in recombination of nonhomologous strands, and their occurrence in Holliday recombination intermediates can influence the outcome of general or specialized recombination events. We have previously reported that the branch site in a DNA junction can interact selectively with a variety of ligands. Here we describe the thermodynamics of junctions containing T-T mismatches flanking the branch and show that these structures bind methidium and other intercalators with higher affinity than junctions lacking mismatches.